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ABSTRACT: The lifetime of bone implants inside the human body is directly related to their osseointegration. Ideally, future
materials should be inspired by human tissues and provide the material structure−function relationship from which synthetic
advanced biomimetic materials capable of replacing, repairing, or regenerating human tissues can be produced. This work
describes the development of biomimetic thin coatings on titanium implants to improve implant osseointegration. The assembly
of an inorganic−organic biomimetic structure by UV laser pulses is reported. The structure consists of a hydroxyapatite (HA)
film grown onto a titanium substrate by pulsed-laser deposition (PLD) and activated by a top fibronectin (FN) coating deposited
by matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation (MAPLE). A pulsed KrF* laser source (λ = 248 nm, τ = 25 ns) was employed at
fluences of 7 and 0.7J/cm2 for HA and FN transfer, respectively. Films approximately 1500 and 450 nm thick were obtained for
HA and FN, respectively. A new cryogenic temperature-programmed desorption mass spectrometry analysis method was
employed to accurately measure the quantity of immobilized protein. We determined that less than 7 μg FN per cm2 HA surface
is adequate to improve adhesion, spreading, and differentiation of osteoprogenitor cells. We believe that the proposed fabrication
method opens the door to combining and immobilizing two or more inorganic and organic materials on a solid substrate in a
well-defined manner. The flexibility of this method enables the synthesis of new hybrid materials by simply tailoring the
irradiation conditions according to the thermo-physical properties of the starting materials.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Recent bioinspired biomaterial strategies have focused on
presenting integrin ligands, such as extracellular matrix (ECM)
proteins or bioadhesive peptide motifs, on implant surfaces.1−3

The objective of these strategies is to stimulate cells in the early
stage of implantation and accelerate tissue formation around
the implant, resulting in subsequent rapid implant integration.
Titanium (Ti) is the most commonly used material in implant
applications due to its unique properties, including biocompat-
ibility, low density, resistance to corrosion, and ductility. A
biomimetic and bioactive thin coating applied on the surface of
an implant may be beneficial for bone tissue integration and
may even accelerate the entire process. Although many tech-
nologies are used to coat titanium and its alloys with calcium
phosphates, plasma-spraying is still the technology most fre-
quently used to produce hydroxyapatite (HA) coatings on
metallic implants. Comparative studies have demonstrated that

pulsed-laser deposition (PLD) could be a promising alternative
to plasma-spraying, as PLD overcomes some of the draw-
backs of plasma-spraying such as poor thickness control, low
adherence, and inhomogeneity.4 HA coatings obtained by PLD
are very dense and crystalline, do not dissolve, and form strong
bonds with the bone matrix grown on top.5 Recently, laser-
based transfer of macromolecules has been investigated.
However, even at low laser energies, organic materials such
as bioadhesive ECM macromolecules would be damaged by
such laser-based transfer. To solve this problem, matrix-assisted
pulsed laser evaporation (MAPLE) was introduced as an exten-
sion of PLD and has been used to grow thin films of polymeric
materials with minimal thermal and chemical decomposition
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as well as control over film thickness, structure, surface
morphology, or roughness on substrates for specific applica-
tions.6,7 In contrast to PLD, MAPLE allowed the transport and
deposition of delicate, heat-sensitive molecules with minimal
degradation. This technique is quickly being developed for
single-step organic film fabrication in a double layer8 or in
gradients with variable biodegradable polymeric film composi-
tion configurations.9 Calcium phosphate substrates and, in
particular, nanostructured thin films associated with MAPLE-
deposited ECM proteins such as fibronectin (FN) are expected
to provide a synergistic interface for biomimetic implant
applications.10,11 These biomimetic assemblies are anticipated
to provide original properties that may overcome bone tissue
engineering issues such as mechanical mismatches between the
implant and the natural tissue environment.12−14

In this work, we report the two-step fabrication of innovative
hybrid biomimetic thin structures solely using laser processing.
Deposition onto titanium substrates is achieved by laser
vaporization of an inorganic material (HA) and an organic
material (FN) in two different laser deposition regimes (PLD
and MAPLE, respectively). The metallic substrate ensures
mechanical toughness; HA improves biointegration into
osseous tissue, and FN accelerates cellular adhesion and will
ultimately speed up the formation of new tissue around the
implant. The structure and morphology of these hybrid
inorganic−organic bilayer structures were characterized. A
new method based on temperature-programmed desorption-
mass spectrometry (TPD-MS) analysis was used to accurately
quantify the very small amount of proteins deposited onto the
substrates. The biological efficiency of the proteins after laser
transfer was verified by cellular studies.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of Titanium Substrates. Disk-shaped grade 4 Ti

substrates (1 cm2, 1 mm thick; Dentaurum GmbH) were mechanically
polished and subjected to a double-step etching process. More
specifically, initial etching was performed using a solution of 1 M
NaOH mixed with 2% v/v H2O2 and incubation at 80 °C for 10 min.
Subsequently, an acid treatment at 28 °C for 1 h was performed. The
substrates were ultrasonically rinsed 3 times for 5 min in distilled water
after etching.15 Before deposition, the substrates were again ultrasoni-
cally cleaned in consecutive baths of acetone, ethanol, and deionized
water and dried with high purity N2 gas.
Laser Deposition of Hydroxyapatite Layers. HA powders

(Calbiochem (Merck KGaA, 391948)) were pressed and sintered at
500 °C for 6 h to obtain solid compact targets. The targets were
irradiated and ablated in a stainless steel chamber using a UV KrF*
COMPEX Pro 205 excimer laser source (λ = 248 nm, τ ∼ 25 ns). The
chamber was initially pumped down to a residual pressure of 10−4 Pa.
The HA layers were synthesized in a 50 Pa H2O vapor flux on Ti
substrates. Ti collectors were placed at a distance of 4 cm from the HA
solid target and heated to 500 °C during deposition. Both the heating
and cooling ramps of the substrate were set at 5 °C/min to avoid film
deterioration by cracking or peeling. The laser frequency repetition
rate was 10 Hz, and the beam was focused to obtain an incident
fluence of 7 J cm−2 for ablation. During multipulse laser ablation, the
target was rotated and translated along 2 orthogonal axes to avoid
piercing and to ensure uniform deposition. Twenty thousand pulses
were applied for the deposition of one coating. A postdeposition treat-
ment at 500 °C for 6 h in a water vapor-enriched atmosphere com-
pleted the first step of the sample preparation procedure in order to
restore the H2O/OH molecules and to improve the crystallinity.16,17

Fibronectin Purification and Preparation. FN was purified
from human plasma according to a well-established protocol.18 The
purified FN was filtered through a 0.2 μm filter and stored at ±8 °C in

50 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4) containing 1 mM ethylenediaminetetra-
acetic acid (EDTA).

Cryogenic FN Aliquot Preparation. Solutions consisting of FN
dissolved in saline buffer (TRIS 50 mM pH 7.4, NaCl 150 mM) were
gently homogenized and rapidly frozen in a liquid nitrogen-cooled
copper container. The container with the frozen target was then
mounted on a cryogenic holder inside the reaction chamber and
rotated at 10 rpm to avoid local overheating and drilling during
multipulse laser irradiation. To protect the protein against laser beam
irradiation, the holder was supplied with liquid nitrogen to maintain
the target’s frozen state during the experiments.

Laser Deposition of FN and BSA Coatings; FN Dropcast
Coatings. FN deposition by MAPLE onto HA-coated Ti substrates
was carried out according to an established procedure.19 Bovine serum
albumin (BSA) (Santa Cruz) coatings were also deposited onto
HA-coated Ti substrates to obtain control structures, as BSA is con-
sidered an inert protein with respect to cell adhesion. Protein transfer
was conducted at room temperature at a dynamic pressure of 6.5 Pa.
The optimal target−substrate separation distance was found to be
3.5 cm. The same pulsed KrF* laser source (λ = 248 nm, τfwhm ≈ 25 ns)
operating at 15 Hz was used for MAPLE ablation. Fifteen thousand
pulses with a fluence of 0.7J/cm2 were applied for the deposition of
each coating. During MAPLE deposition, the substrates were
translated along two orthogonal axes to ensure the synthesis of a
uniform film. FN dropcast films on Ti and Ti/HA structures were
obtained from solutions consisting of FN dissolved in saline buffer
(TRIS 50 mM, pH 7.4, NaCl 150 mM). Drops of 50 μL of FN
solution with concentrations of 0.5, 0.25, and 0.125 mg/mL were dried
in air on two distinct solid surfaces (Ti and HA-covered Ti).

Surface Morphology Studies by Atomic Force Microscopy.
The surface morphology of the obtained structures was investigated
by atomic force microscopy (AFM) in tapping mode with a Veeco
Multimode AFM powered by a Nanoscope IV controller (Digital
Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA). Three samples of each structure
were investigated by AFM.

Cryogenic TPD-MS: A New Technique for Mass Quantifica-
tion of MAPLE-Deposited FN. An important problem in the
characterization of organic coatings deposited on inorganic layers is
protein quantification. A new method that allows for the quantification
of proteins adsorbed on porous materials was recently developed; this
method is based on mass spectrometry analysis of low mass gaseous
species originating from proteins during temperature-programmed
desorption-mass spectrometry (TPD-MS).20 This method allows the
quantification of proteins that exhibit strong interactions with the
substrate, as it can be performed after the samples have been washed.21

Protein amounts varying from 25 to 250 μg were analyzed with good
accuracy. However, desorption proceeds over a large temperature
range, resulting in very low mass spectrometer signal intensity for very
small amounts of proteins and making quantitative analysis difficult.
In this study, this method was extended to allow for the accurate
quantification of very small amounts of proteins (below 25 μg) on
solid substrates. This improvement was achieved by placing a
cryogenic trap between the heat treatment chamber and the mass
spectrometer to concentrate the evaporating species before analysis.
The samples (FN dropcasts and MAPLE-deposited films) were heated
to 600 °C at a rate of 2 K/min for complete protein decomposition.
All gaseous species formed were condensed on the cryogenic trap
(−184 °C). The trap was then heated at 2 K/min from −187 to 40 °C,
and evaporating species with low molecular masses were analyzed in
vacuum using a quadruple mass spectrometer. For accurate analysis,
the spectra were recorded for two gaseous species at m/z = 33−34 and
m/z = 15−17 (signals for H2S and NH3, respectively), and graphs
were plotted against evaporation temperature. For a precise
quantification, an experimental calibration of the setup was conducted
with previously described FN dropcast films on Ti and HA-covered Ti.
Good linearity was found for the two gases on the two surfaces over
the range of 6.2−25 μg. One or two samples of each structure were
investigated by TPD-MS. For more details, see Table 1.

Surface Wettability. The wettabilities of the different surfaces
were obtained from contact angle measurements with 20 μL of pure
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deionized water using a Drop Shape Analysis DSA 10 Mk2 instrument
and analysis software. Values were the average of at least five sessile
drops from three different samples.
EDS Studies. Samples were investigated under high vacuum in an

environmental electronic FEI microscope (Model Quanta 400) before
immersion in cellular media as well as after 1 and 3 days of immersion.
All elements on 200 μm × 200 μm areas were analyzed from 0 to 11 keV.
Three samples of each structure were monitored.
Cell Culture Experiments. Before cell culture experiments,

samples were placed in cell culture dishes and sterilized by incuba-
tion in a 1% penicillin−streptomycin (Sigma P0781) solution for 1 h
followed by two washes in PBS. Experiments were performed with
human osteoprogenitor (HOP) cells derived from bone marrow
harvested from the sternal bones of cardiac patients during coronary
artery bypass graft surgery.22 Informed consents and ethical committee
approvals were granted in all cases. Cells were grown in Iscove’s
Modified Dulbecco’s Medium (IMDM) (Sigma I3390) supplemented
with 10% FCS (Sigma F7524), 2 mM L-glutamine (Sigma G7513), and
penicillin (100 U/mL)/streptomycin (Sigma P0781) (0.1 mg/mL).
Cells were seeded at a density of 17 000 cells/well in a 24-well plate and
cultured for up to 21 days to monitor not only cell adhesion but also
spreading and surface colonization.
Immunofluorescence Assay for Cell Adhesion Study. HOP

cells grown in standard conditions (tissue culture plastic) or in direct
contact with the obtained structures were analyzed for actin filaments
and vinculin distribution by immunofluorescence microscopy. Cells
were fixed with 2% para-formaldehyde for 30 min and permeabilized
with 0.2% Triton X-100 for 15 min at room temperature. Cells were
then incubated with 0.5% BSA in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for
1 h at room temperature and stained with TRITC-conjugated Phalloidin
(Sigma P-1951) (1:50) for 30 min or with a primary antivinculin
antibody (Sigma V-9131) (1:200) followed by a fluorescein
isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated antimouse immunoglobulin (IgG)
antibody (Sigma F-2012) (1:400). Finally, specimens were stained
with 100 ng mL−1 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Sigma,
L’Isle d’Abeau, France). Ten fluorescence images per magnification
(10×, 20×, and 40×) and per sample were recorded with an Olympus
fluorescence microscope (BX-51). Three samples of each structure
were monitored in parallel at various time intervals (1, 3, or 7 days).
Immunofluorescence Assay of Fibronectin Secretion.

Detection of secreted FN was performed by immunofluorescent
staining. Samples were immersed in 3% nonfat milk in PBS buffer for
30 min at room temperature. After saturation, samples were incubated
for 1 h in rabbit antihuman plasma fibronectin polyclonal antibody
(Sigma F-3648) (1:100 in saturation buffer), rinsed three times with
the same buffer, and incubated again for 1 h at room temperature with
FITC-conjugated goat antirabbit IgG (Sigma F-0382) (1:100). Finally,
samples were washed 3 times with saturation buffer. Control
experiments with primary antibody only were performed. Fluorescence
images were recorded with an Olympus BX-51 fluorescence
microscope. Three samples of each structure were monitored in
parallel at various time intervals (1, 3, or 7 days).
SEM Analysis. Cells were seeded on samples at a density of 17 000

cells/well in a 24-well plate and analyzed after 7 days of incubation.
Samples were washed at room temperature with PBS (3 times ×
5 min). The cells were fixed with 2% para-formaldehyde and 4%
glutaraldehyde in NaK2PO4 for 30 min at room temperature. After a

2 h washing in NaK2PO4 (17%), the cells were dehydrated in ethanol
baths of increasing concentration, 50%, 70%, 80%, 95%, and 100%
(with 2−3 baths of 5 min for each concentration), followed by
dehydration in baths of 50% hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) in ethanol
and 100% HMDS for 10 min each. The samples were then left to dry
out completely. Next, specimens were analyzed under high vacuum in
an environmental electronic FEI microscope (Model Quanta 400).
Three samples of each structure were monitored.

MTT Proliferation Assay. The samples were analyzed at 1, 3, 7,
14, and 21 days. After cell seeding and culture, samples were transferred
to a new 24-well plate. One mL of MTT (Thiazolyl Blue Tetrazolium
Blue, Sigma M5655), 10× diluted in warm PBS (37 °C), was added on
each sample. The plates were incubated at 37 °C for 3 h, after which the
supernatant was removed. The cells were lysed in 0.1 M HCl in iso-
propanol and homogenized for 10 min. The optical density at 570 nm,
which is proportional to the number of viable cells on the surfaces, was
recorded. Three measurements for each sample were carried out.

ALP Enzymatic Activity Assay. The samples were analyzed at
14 and 21 days. After cell seeding, samples were transferred to a new
24-well plate. After washing with warm PBS (37 °C), we added 150 μL
of Triton-X-100 (0.5% in H2O) and 150 μL of substrate solution
(pNPP) to each well and incubated the plate at 37 °C for 30 min. We
then added 150 μL of blocking solution and measured the absorption
at 405 nm. The substrate solution consisted of 20 mM p-nitrophenyl
phosphate, 100 mM diethanolamine (98%), and 10 mM MgCl2 at a
pH of 9.5, while the blocking solution consisted of 0.1 M EDTA and
2 M NaOH. Three measurements for each sample were taken.

Figure 1. Representative AFM images of a pulsed laser-deposited HA
film on a Ti substrate (top) and of MAPLE-deposited FN on Ti/HA
structures (bottom). Granular, compact surface morphologies with
micronic features were observed for both structures (A). Line profiles
(B) corresponding to AFM data from (A). From these profiles, step
heights of approximately 697 and of 1149 nm between the highest and
lowest regions can be inferred for the HA and HA/FN coatings,
respectively.

Table 1. FN Amounts Deposited by MAPLE on Different Surfaces Estimated by Cryogenic TPD-MS Analysis

number of investigated MAPLE samples surface gas equation quantity of gas (y = H2S, NH3) (μmoles) estimated quantity (x) (μg)

1 Ti H2S y = 0.0002x − 0.0002 0.00132 7.6
1 Ti NH3 y = 0.0071x − 0.0047 0.04960 7.7
2 Ti H2S y = 0.0002x − 0.0002 0.00224 12.2
2 Ti NH3 y = 0.0071x − 0.0047 0.08600 12.8
1 Ti/HA H2S y = 0.00009x − 0.0004 0.00110 7.8
1 Ti/HA NH3 y = 0.0054x − 0.0046 0.04500 7.5
2 Ti/HA H2S y = 0.00009x − 0.0004 0.00180 15.6
2 Ti/HA NH3 y = 0.0054x − 0.0046 0.07740 13.5
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Statistical Analysis. All statistical analyses were performed using
GraphPad Prism 4 Software. The student’s t test was used to deter-
mine statistical significance between samples (differences: *p < 0.05).
Data are presented as the mean ± s.e.m.

■ RESULTS
Physico-Chemical Characterization of Coatings. AFM

images and profiles of HA films deposited by PLD onto
Ti (Ti/HA) as well as FN coatings transferred by MAPLE onto
Ti/HA structures are presented in Figure 1.
A granular surface morphology was observed with micro- and

nanocavities characterized by peak-to-valley clusters with Rz
values of 0.7 ± 0.1 μm for HA and of 1.1 ± 0.1 μm for HA/FN
coatings. Rms and Ra values are similar to submicrometric
values of 373 ± 10 and 207 ± 70 nm for the HA and HA/FN
coatings, respectively. Surface roughness was slightly increased

by the addition of the protein layer. Irregular structures such as
fibrils and aggregates were visible on surfaces. We found that
salts were also transferred to the substrate along with FN.
Hydrophilic character was observed for all deposited struc-

tures. Ti surfaces are hydrophobic, as characterized by a contact
angle of 93 ± 3°. A significant decrease in the contact angle was
obtained in the case of Ti/HA (20 ± 5), Ti/HA/BSA (25 ± 5),
and Ti/HA/FN (25 ± 5), as shown in Figure 2.
EDS studies confirmed a systematic change in the Ca/P ratio

of the coatings after interacting with cells and cellular media
depending on the protein deposited on top of the HA layer.
For HA, the Ca/P ratio varies from an initial 1.51 to 1.27
during the first day of cell culture, followed by an increase
at day 3 (1.5). This behavior is different for HA/BSA and
HA/FN: in the first day of culture, the Ca/P ratio decreases to
values of 1.2 and 1.15 for HA/BSA and HA/FN, respectively,

Figure 2. Selected images and contact angles (as recorded by software) for (left to right): Ti/HA, Ti/HA/BSA, Ti/HA/FN ,and Ti. Three samples
of each structure were measured.

Figure 3. Evaporation profiles of trapped species from FN dropcast coatings deposited onto Ti (top) and Ti/HA structures (bottom). The profiles
were recorded for two gas species: H2S (left) and NH3 (right).
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and then increases at day 3 to 1.31 and 1.25 for HA/BSA and
HA/FN, respectively.
Quantification of MAPLE-Deposited FN. Figure 3 shows

the recorded profiles (H2S and NH3 signal vs trap temperature)
of FN dropcast coatings deposited on Ti (TiFN) and Ti/HA
(TiHAFN) used for the calibration of cryogenic TPD-MS. The
profiles are similar in shape with an evaporation peak at 208 K.
The signal intensity and peak width are proportional to the
quantity of protein from which the two gases were generated.
From the calibration experiments, we can measure the

quantities of laser-transferred FN on Ti and Ti/HA substrates.
We used either one or two samples to estimate the accuracy of
the technique; the values obtained are shown in Table 1. We
measured approximately 7.8 μg of FN deposited onto 1.13 cm2

round HA structures (results obtained by H2S monitoring).
The values obtained for two samples were not exactly twice the
amount obtained for one sample; however, the errors are within
margin of errors of the methods, both for MAPLE experiments
and TPD-MS analyses.
Figure 4 shows the recorded profiles of species collected

from FN coatings deposited by MAPLE obtained by laser evap-
oration. These profiles are similar to those of dropcast coatings,
peaking at ∼208 K. The signal intensity and broadening are
proportional to the FN quantity for both gases and the
investigated surface area.
Cellular Experiments. Normal distributions of cytoskele-

ton filaments and optimal cell density were observed after 1, 3,
and 7 days. Figure 5 shows the fluorescence microscopy single
channel and merged images after staining of actin filaments,
vinculin focal points, and nuclei. After 1 day, cells grown on FN
coated structures interact more intimately with the substrate
than cells on Ti/HA (data not shown) and Ti/HA/BSA. Cells

grown on Ti/HA/FN surfaces exhibit more clearly visible focal
adhesion points (see arrow in Figure 5E), better cell spreading,
and more elongated cytoplasmic protrusions. Generally, focal
adhesion points are difficult to visualize on porous-like
materials such as HA coatings, as focal adhesion points are
approximately 10−15 nm in size. After 7 days, cells on FN
tended to cluster (Figure 5H), while cells on BSA coatings
remained dispersed (Figure 5D). The cells remain viable and
proliferate on all surfaces investigated.
SEM images of cells grown on Ti/HA, Ti/HA/BSA, and Ti/

HA/FN for 7 days are given in Figure 6. For completeness, we
show a SEM image of a raw HA film grown by PLD on a Ti
substrate maintained in cell culture media for 7 days (bottom
right). This image depicts a uniform and homogeneous material
surface, confirming film stability under liquid media. Close
contact of cells with all surfaces is clear, with abundant filopodia
on FN-covered structures. Visible porous, matrix-like structures
were observed in samples with adsorbed protein layers.
We checked if laser-transferred FN was still visible on the

biomaterial surface after 1 day of culture. Interestingly, we
observed a well-organized network of cells which could be the
result of secreted cellular FN (cFN) or/and plasmatic MAPLE-
deposited FN (pFN) that has been remodeled by the cells
(Figure 7). cFN originates from around the nucleus (day 1)
and extends to a complex dense network (day 7). This trend
was observed in all Ti/HA/FN samples. The cells grown on
Ti/HA and Ti/HA/BSA surfaces produced cFN, but these
networks were not as well developed after 1 day (Figure 8) or
subsequent days (data not shown), especially for cells grown on
Ti/HA/BSA.
Figure 9A presents the MTT quantification of viable cells on

Ti/HA (HA), Ti/HA/FN (HA/FN), and Ti/HA/BSA (HA/BSA)

Figure 4. Evaporation profiles of trapped species from MAPLE deposited coatings onto Ti (top) and Ti/HA structures (bottom), respectively.
Profiles were recorded for two species of gases: H2S (left) and NH3 (right).
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samples at 1, 3, 7, 14, and 21 days. For a meaningful
quantification, the results were normalized to the activity of
cells cultured on bare Ti. It should be noted that Ti was not
considered a real reference but rather a control material in our
study. One clearly observes different cellular behaviors after the
first day, with cells adhering faster to HA coatings. Also, on
the first day, either BSA or FN coatings appear to have an
inhibitory effect on cell proliferation compared to HA. For all
coatings, the number of cells is more or less constant until day
7, after which the number of cells increases. A relative decline in
the number of cells is observed between days 14 and 21.
The alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity of HOP cells on

coatings was then investigated. Figure 9B depicts the prod-
uction of ALP normalized to the number of cells obtained using
the MTT activity. It can be observed that FN induces a higher
alkaline phosphatase activity at day 21 in comparison with the
cells grown on HA or HA/BSA structures. This result confirms
that less than 7 μg of FN per cm2 deposited by MAPLE on HA

coatings can improve HOP differentiation over HA coatings
alone.

■ DISCUSSION
During the osseointegration process, two factors play important
roles: primary and secondary mechanical stability. Secondary
stability pertains to biological stability after bone remodeling
and requires that the implant promotes osteogenic cell
differentiation. Fibronectin has been proposed to improve
biomaterials designed for bone reconstruction as well as
enhance osseointegration23 and has been shown to play an
important role in wound healing and tissue repair.24 It
is anticipated that coating dental implants with FN could
improve the success rate for tissue regeneration.25 FN
immobilized on HA ceramic surfaces by coprecipitation in a
supersaturated calcium phosphate solution enhanced the
spreading and osteogenic differentiation of human MSCs in
vitro.26 FN preadsorption on smooth and rough HA substrates
was found to increase the number of attached osteoblasts by
40% and 62% and increased osteoblast attachment strength by
165% and 73%, respectively.27 Our results confirmed these
observations.
Many studies have been performed using PLD to obtain HA

coatings with superior mechanical, physical−chemical, and
biological properties. It was found that laser fluence is an
important factor for developing HA coatings with improved
biological properties.17 The method was upgraded by
developing novel, more stable lasers and beam homogenizers
that allow for better control of film thickness and stoichiometry.
In our PLD experiments, we optimized deposition parameters
from mechanical and biological standpoints.17,28 The optimized
laser parameters were shown to grow very thin coatings less
than 1.5 μm in thickness with improved adhesion properties.
This ability prevents film cracking or peeling, which usually
appear when the film is thicker, as dissolution in thicker films
is harder to control. Rough HA surfaces obtained by PLD
were found to be biocompatible and to improve cellular adhe-
sion, proliferation, and most importantly differentiation.29

Figure 5. Vinculin (A, E) and actin (B, F) staining of HOP cells after 1
day of cultivation on Ti/HA/BSA (A, B, C) and Ti/HA/FN (E, F, G)
selected samples. Superposition of actin, vinculin, and DAPI staining
of HOP cells grown on Ti/HA/BSA (C) and Ti/HA/FN (G). Actin
and DAPI staining of HOP cells after 7 days of cultivation on Ti/HA/
BSA (D) and Ti/HA/FN (H). Three samples of each structure were
monitored in parallel.

Figure 6. SEM images of cells grown for 7 days on Ti/HA, Ti/HA/
BSA, and Ti/HA/FN. Bottom right: image of Ti/HA immersed in cell
culture medium for 7 days. Three samples of each structure were
monitored. Scale bars are 10 μm.
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These films are polycrystalline, very adherent to substrates,
resistant, and active in simulated body fluids and cellular
media.30

We hypothesize that the combination of a thin layer of
HA and a very small amount of FN deposited as an interface
layer between an orthopedic device and the host tissue could
overcome well-known implant problems. The affinity of FN to
HA is due to the strong bonding between FN and Ca ions.10

Moreover, using both nano- and macro-HA features specific to
the PLD process, we expect a FN-HA synergistic effect, as
adhesion of osteoblast-like cells is improved by FN adsorption
on nanoscale HA.31 This expectation is the reason we applied a
second laser deposition step by MAPLE to obtain a thin coating
of FN and to improve cell attachment. Preliminary studies
permitted us to optimize the thickness of the HA layer to
approximately 1−1.5 μm29,32 and to 450 nm for FN coating.19

A granular surface morphology was observed by AFM for all
laser-deposited coatings with uniformly distributed micro- and
nanocavities. The surface roughness was slightly increased by
the addition of the protein layer. Salts were also transferred to
the substrate together with FN. However, these salts did not
influence the coating’s biocompatibility, and we believe that
these salts could be involved in protein stabilization on the HA
surface.
Our studies revealed hydrophilic characters for all of the

deposited structures. The surface wettability (hydrophilic or
hydrophobic character) contributes to cellular adhesion.33

Studies with fibroblasts demonstrated that cells are well-spread
and exhibit more extended actin filaments when grown on hydro-
philic surfaces.34,35 The synergistic effect of HA/FN biphase

assembly on cellular adhesion could be enhanced by the
hydrophilic behavior of the coating. However, because the
hydrophilicity is similar for all structures obtained after laser
deposition, this parameter should not be a key factor in
parametric studies of the performance of these biomaterials.
Additionally, the influence of the hydrophilic character of the
surface is surely less than the influence of integrin-FN affinity.36

A synergy between high surface energy, chemistry, and topo-
graphy at both micron and submicron scale has been shown
to promote osteoblast response and may lead to innovative
biomaterial designs to improve host tissue response.37

We propose that the proteins deposited on the HA coating
may play the role of HA nucleator in the cellular medium,
leading to the formation of a mimetic biogenic environment.12

Our EDS studies effectively confirmed systematic changes in
the Ca/P ratio of the coatings upon interactions with cells and
cellular media only on surfaces with proteins (FN or BSA)
deposited on the HA layer. The matrix-like structures observed
on samples with adsorbed protein layers could eventually
become associated with precipitated ions from the culture
medium, resulting in a more dynamic exchange with the active
surface. Indeed, in other studies, small amounts of FN were
found to promote calcium deposition in standard medium after
21 days in cell culture as well as further mesenchymal stem cell
growth and differentiation in osteoblasts.38

In a previous study, the preservation of FN integrity and fun-
ctionality after laser transfer on silicon wafers was demonstrated
thanks to Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR),
resulting in superior attachment of osteoprogenitor cells grown
on FN coatings.19 In the present study, we have focused on the

Figure 7. Staining of FN (green) and actin filaments (red) of cells grown on Ti/HA/FN structures at 1, 3, and 7 days. The cells were fixed,
permeabilized, and stained for actin with TRITC conjugated phalloidin (red) and for FN with anti-FN FITC conjugated antibody (green). The
nuclei were stained by DAPI (blue). Images of actin, nuclei, and FN are superimposed in the last row. Three samples of each structure were
monitored in parallel.
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synergistic effect of HA/FN grown layers on cellular activity by
monitoring the behavior of osteoprogenitor cells at different
times (1, 3, 7, 14, and 21 days). Ti/HA/FN assemblies were
analyzed in comparison with control structures Ti, Ti/HA, and
Ti/HA/BSA. BSA or FN coatings appeared to have an in-
hibitory effect on cell attachment, likely due to an initial pertur-
bation of adhesive protein adsorption from serum.39 After 1
day, cells grown on FN-coated structures more intimately
interacted with the substrate than cells grown on Ti/HA/BSA.
Additionally, cells grown on FN exhibited focal adhesion points

and more elongated cytoplasmic protrusions, as previously
described.40,41

After just 3 days of culture, a well-organized FN network was
observed on Ti/HA/FN samples. This network could be the
result of secreted cellular FN or/and plasmatic MAPLE-
deposited FN remodeled by the cells. It has been shown that
osteoblast-like cells deposit well-organized cFN as a network on
the top of various rough Ti surfaces precoated with FN.42 The
authors observed that secreted FN was present mostly on the
peaks of the surface features. Low amounts (60 μg/mL per
well) of FN precoated surfaces were found to initiate the
cellular FN assembly process via the accumulation of high
density fibrils. In vivo studies demonstrated that coating the
implant with pFN induced faster osseointegration due to the
recruitment of a larger number of cFN and osteoprogenitor
cells close to the implant surface via the preferential
chemotactic activity of pFN.23

In our investigations, the cells proliferated on all tested
surfaces from day 1 to 14, but a relative decline was observed
between days 14 and 21 (see Figure 9A). In the case of
osteoprogenitor cells, this behavior was quite systematic and
has been observed in other studies, which report improved
osteogenesis on hydroxyapatite43 and a reversed balance
between proliferation and differentiation when using Dex-
induced differentiation medium.44 Cell proliferation stopped
after 21 days even on HA coatings, likely due to increased
differentiation.45 It was recently shown that osteoblast
attachment and differentiation are enhanced on HA surfaces
with increased submicro- and microscale complexity.46 Other
studies demonstrated that bioactive nano-HA coatings on Ti
implants with micronscale concavities are promising environ-
ments for stem cell niches in bone tissue engineering and
regenerative medicine.47

Our results suggest that osteogenic differentiation of
osteoprogenitor cells (Figure 9B) is potentially influenced by
the synergistic interaction of small amounts of laser-deposited
FN with calcium-based compounds. These hybrid materials
effectively mimic not only the microenvironment but also the
interactions that occur in the natural ECM as well, as these
materials contain mineral-binding domains that have been
demonstrated to promote cell proliferation and differentia-
tion.48 The questions of which molecules should be in-
corporated into which coating and using what method as well
as the dosage and optimal delivery time should be addressed
for specific biological processes and applications such as

Figure 8. Staining of FN (green) and actin filaments (red) of cells
grown on Ti/HA/BSA and Ti/HA structures at 1 day. The cells were
fixed, permeabilized, and stained for actin with TRITC conjugated
phalloidin (red) and for FN with anti-FN FITC conjugated antibody
(green). The nuclei were stained by DAPI (blue). Images of actin,
nuclei, and FN are superimposed in the last row. Three samples of
each structure were monitored in parallel.

Figure 9. Proliferation of HOP cells over 21 days (A) and alkaline phosphatase activity (ALP/MTT ratio) at days 14 and 21 (B) on HA, HA/BSA,
and HA/FN structures. Three samples of each structure were monitored in parallel. Three measurements for each sample were taken. Mean, n = 3
triplicates, *p < 0.05.
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orthopedics or dentistry. We believe that modified bioactive
HA surfaces with submicron and microfeatures in combination
with well-chosen organic molecules could lead to new implant
designs with improved functionality and biological efficiency.
Additionally, stable FN micropatterned structures could
provide precise control of cellular organization.49 A 3D sub-
micron HA configuration associated with a controlled FN
coating could promote and accelerate the osseointegration
process, creating a strong interface. Bone-bonding will thus rely
upon submicron features, and interfacial stability under loading
will result from micronscale characteristics.50

■ CONCLUSIONS
A biomimetic-like-implant structure was developed solely using
advanced pulsed laser methods. A biphasic biomimetic
“sandwich” system composed of hydroxyapatite particles
associated with small amounts of fibronectin was fabricated
on a titanium substrate. The films were compact with micro-
granular features within the volume investigated and exhibited a
rather rough surface with larger particulates on the top. Less
than 10 μg per cm2 of FN on the HA surface was successfully
quantified using a new cryogenic TPD-MS analysis method.
Cellular studies demonstrated that a HA layer on Ti discs
coated with ∼7 μg per cm2 of FN encourages adhesion,
spreading, and finally differentiation of HOP cells. We
hypothesize that the FN layer may reduce the duration of the
initial mechanical biointegrating phase while the underlying
HA coating should improve actual implant integration within
the organism. The proposed fabrication method opens the door
for one to combine and immobilize two or more inorganic and
organic materials on a solid substrate in a well-defined manner.
The method’s flexibility allows for the synthesis of new hybrid
materials by simply tailoring the irradiation conditions
according to the thermo-physical properties of the starting
materials.
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